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We report powder EPR measurements at 9.48 GHz and temperatures of 4 K e T e 300 K and at 33.86 GHz
and T ) 300 K for the polymeric compound {[Cu2Er2(L)10(H2O)4] ·3H2O}n (HL ) trans-2-butenoic acid)
having alternate Cu2 and Er2 dinuclear units bridged by carboxylates along a chain. Above 70 K, when the
ErIII resonance is unobservable and uncoupled from the CuII ions, the spectrum arises from the excited triplet
state of antiferromagnetic Cu2 units, decreasing in intensity as T decreases, and disappearing when these
units condensate into the singlet ground state. Fit of a model to the spectra at 9.48 and 33.86 GHz and 300
K gives gCu

| ) 2.379, gCu
⊥ ) 2.065, DCu ) -0.340 cm-1, and ECu ∼ 0 for the g-factors and zero field

splitting parameters. From the T dependence of the intensity of the spectrum above 70 K, we obtain JCu-Cu

) -336(11) cm-1 for the intradinuclear exchange interaction. Below 50 K, a spectrum attributed to Er2 units
appears, narrows, and resolves as T decreases, due to the increase of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. The
spectrum at 4 K allows calculating g values g1 ) 1.489, g2 ) 2.163, and g3 ) 5.587 and zero field splitting
parameters DEr ) -0.237 cm-1 and EEr ) 0.020 cm-1. The results are discussed in terms of the properties
of the Cu and Er ions, and the crystal structure of the compound.

Introduction

Since the works of Bencini et al.,1,2 many efforts have been
oriented to prepare and characterize materials containing
simultaneously ions of the 3d and 4f groups. Part of the interest
arises from the possibility of obtaining molecular magnets3 with
large magnetic moments and anisotropy arising from the rare
earths, large exchange couplings between 3d and 4f ions, and
a slow evolution of the magnetization.4,5 There are only a few
examples of using EPR to investigate these compounds,6,7

probably because of the complexities of interpreting magneti-
cally coupled systems, and the absence of appropriate single
crystal samples.8

We recently reported9 the preparation, structures, and mag-
netic and EPR measurements for three isostructural [Cu2Ln2]n

1-D polymers {[Cu2Ln2(L)10(H2O)4] ·3H2O}n (HL ) trans-2-
butenoic acid and Ln ) Gd, Er, Y) with alternate Cu2 and Ln2

dinuclear units bridged by carboxylate ligands. The magnetic
data for [Cu2Y2]n in which the Cu2 dinuclear units are isolated
by diamagnetic Y2 units indicated AFM coupling JCu-Cu )
-338(3) cm-1 between copper ions. The EPR spectrum of
[Cu2Er2]n observed at 300 K was similar to that of the
magnetically isolated Cu2 dinuclear units in [Cu2Y2]n.9 A more

detailed study was needed to characterize [Cu2Er2]n, where ErIII

is an open shell lanthanide, and in this direction, we report here
EPR measurements for [Cu2Er2]n at two microwave frequencies,
as a function of T. The observed strong variation of the spectra
with T allows us to separate the contributions from Cu2 and
Er2 units, and to evaluate their magnetic parameters by simula-
tion of the spectra at high and low T, respectively. Our work
explores the interesting possibilities offered by EPR to study
complex magnetically coupled systems.

Experimental Methods and Results

[Cu2Er2]n was prepared as described, and the structural
features are shown in Figure 1.9 We used MgO:CrIII (g )
1.9797) and unintentional FeIII impurities in the sample tube,
as field and EPR signal intensity markers. EPR spectra of
powdered samples were collected at temperatures between 4
and 300 K with Bruker spectrometers ESP 300, working at 33.86
GHz, and Elexsys E580, working at 9.48 GHz, respectively,
and analyzed with EasySpin.10 Figure 2 displays the spectra
[d(�)′′/dB0] of a powdered sample of [Cu2Er2]n observed at 9.48
GHz at 4 K < T < 300 K. Figure 3 displays the spectra observed
at 300 K and 33.86 GHz (a) and 9.48 GHz (b) and the spectrum
at 9.48 GHz and T ) 4 K (c), respectively. The spectra for T >
70 K in Figure 2 are similar to that observed9 at 300 K for
[Cu2Y2]n. The peaks around 30 mT (strong), 468 mT (strong),
and 600 mT (weak), labeled as Bz1

, Bx2y2
, and Bz2

in Figure 2,
arising from the S ) 1 excited triplet state of the Cu2 dinuclear
units, have been observed in similar dinuclear CuII compounds.11,12
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Their intensities decrease with decreasing temperature as a
consequence of the condensation of the AFM Cu dinuclear units
in the S ) 0 nonmagnetic ground state. The peak M at B0 )
325 mT whose intensity increases with decreasing temperature
as for a paramagnet13 is assigned to monomeric CuII impurities
present in the sample. The peaks at ∼340 and ∼160 mT arise
from MgO:CrIII and FeIII, respectively. Figure 3a also shows
the forbidden ∆M ) (2 double quantum transition at 511 mT,
the peak Bx1y1

at 982 mT, and the peaks Bz2
and Bx2y2

that are
superimposed at 1332 mT. The peak Bz1

at 30 mT in Figure 2
displays hyperfine structure with seven components, arising from
the coupling with the two copper nuclei in the Cu2 unit for T <
240 K. The T dependence of this structure indicates narrowing
and higher resolution at lower temperatures, when the Cu2 units
condensate to the nonmagnetic singlet state, and the dipole-dipole
interactions decrease.14-16 At low T, the signal attributed to the
Cu2 units disappears, and the contribution from the Er2 units
becomes stronger (Figures 2 and 3c) when the spin-lattice
relaxation of the Er ions slows down.

Analysis of the Data

Cu2 Dinuclear Units. The EPR spectra of [Cu2Er2]n at 300
K (Figures 2 and 3a,b) are described by the spin Hamiltonian:9

where SCu1
and SCu2

are spin 1/2 operators corresponding to
the copper ions in a unit, gCu is the axial g-matrix, JCu-Cu is the
isotropic (Heisenberg) exchange coupling responsible for the
energy splitting between singlet and triplet states, and DCu is

the symmetric matrix considering the dipole-dipole and aniso-
tropic exchange contributions to the zero field splitting. We used
Easyspin10 to fit eq 1 to the spectra at 300 K in Figure 3a,b.
Assuming that gCu and DCu have the same principal axes, we
calculated gCu

| ) 2.379(2) and gCu
⊥ ) 2.065(2) for the principal

g-factors and DCu ) -0.340(3) cm-1 and ECu ∼ 0 for the zero
field splitting parameters. The spectra simulated with these
values are in good agreement with the experiment. The
parameters obtained are essentially equal to those for the
isostructural compound [Cu2Y2]n where Y is a diamagnetic ion,9

and to those for related compounds.14 In eq 1, we neglect the
coupling of the copper spins with those of the ErIII ions. This is
possible at high temperatures when the spin-lattice relaxation
of ErIII is so fast that the Cu-Er interaction is time averaged to
zero because the Cu ions cannot follow the fast dynamics of
the ErIII ions. The coupling between Cu and Er ions can be
ignored in eq 1 when the Er relaxation rates are larger than the
zero field splitting of the Cu2 units.8 As most rare earth ions
with orbital degeneracy, ErIII ions have large spin-lattice
relaxation rates (1/T1) because the lattice vibrations strongly
interact with the magnetic ion and the number of phonons with
energies similar to the crystal field splitting (∆) is very large.17

Figure 1. Structure of the [Cu2Er2]n chain as reported in ref 6. Only the relevant atoms are shown.

Figure 2. Temperature variation of the EPR spectra of a powder sample
of [Cu2Er2]n. All spectra are normalized to present the same peak-to-
peak span.

HCu ) µBB0 ·gCu · (SCu1
+ SCu2

) - JCu-CuSCu1
·SCu2

+

SCu1
·DCu ·SCu2

(1)

Figure 3. EPR spectra of a powder sample of [Cu2Er2]n at 300 K: (a)
33.86 GHz, 300 K; (b) 9.48 GHz, 300 K; (c) 9.48 GHz, 4 K. Solid
lines are the experimental results; dashed lines are simulations using
the parameters given in the text.
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The Orbach relaxation process, 1/T1 ∝ ∆3 exp(-∆/kBT), may
change 1/T1 several orders of magnitude for a temperature
change of a few degrees.17

We calculate the exchange interaction JCu-Cu for [Cu2Er2]n

from the T variation between 300 and 50 K of the ratio R(T)
between the integrated areas of the signals Bx2y2

of the Cu2 unit
and that of the CrIII marker with a procedure avoiding changes
with T of the experimental setup.13,16 The product T × R(T) as
a function of T in Figure 4 allows calculating JCu-Cu in [Cu2Er2]n

using the Bleaney-Bowers equation:18

Fitting eq 2 to the data in Figure 4, we obtained JCu-Cu )
-336(11) cm-1 (with a statistical coefficient of determination
of R2 ) 0.9918) for the AFM exchange coupling parameter
within the Cu2 unit, that compares well with that observed in
the similar compounds [Cu2Y2]n and Cu2(L)4(DMF)2.9,14 We
emphasize that it would not be possible to obtain JCu-Cu from
magnetic measurements because the contributions to the sus-
ceptibility and magnetization of the Cu2 units in [Cu2Er2]n are
dominated by those of the Er2 units.

Er2 Dinuclear Units. The spectrum that narrows and grows
with decreasing temperature below 50 K arises from the Er2

dinuclear units. ErIII has a (4f11) 4I15/2 ground state multiplet,
which splits into eight Kramers doublets by the crystal field.
Only the ground doublet state is populated at 4 K, giving rise
to the observed spectrum that may be described by

with the approximation of equal principal axes for the matrices
gEr and DEr. Equation 3 neglects the contribution of the Cu spins
to the behavior of the Er ions because at 4 K the Cu2 dinuclear
units condensate in the nonmagnetic ground singlet state. In
addition, our analysis of the spectrum at 4 K neglects the small
exchange interaction JEr-Er (|JEr-Er|/kB < 1 K) with a singlet-triplet
splitting with no effect on the spectrum. Fitting the Er2 spectrum

involves five parameters, plus those related to line broadening.
We obtain the principal g values g1 ) 1.489(3), g2 ) 2.163(1),
and g3 ) 5.587(3), with strong orthorhombic anisotropy, and
zero field splitting DEr ) -0.237 cm-1 and EEr ) 0.020 cm-1.
The spectrum simulated with these parameters (Figure 3c) is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental result. The g-matrix
of ErIII is expected to be strongly dependent on the crystal field
at its site and displays large anisotropies.19,20 With the informa-
tion at hand, it is not possible to model their values. The
hyperfine structure arising from the 22.9% abundant 167Er
isotope having I ) 7/2 would give 15 anisotropic peaks for an
Er2 unit, which seem to be lost in the powder spectrum, but are
responsible for the small disagreement between experimental
and calculated curves in Figure 3c.19,20 For ErIII ions, the
exchange couplings (isotropic and anisotropic) are small, and
the zero field splitting is a consequence of dipole-dipole
interactions between two ErIII ions at 4.21 Å in the dinuclear
unit. Though the large anisotropy of the g-factor renders the
calculation inaccurate, this value of DEr is in qualitative
agreement with a point dipole interaction.

Conclusions

The EPR spectrum of powder samples of [Cu2Er2]n shows a
strong temperature dependence. Above 50 K, it arises essentially
from the Cu2 dinuclear units and the contribution of Er2

dinuclear units is negligible due to the fast spin-lattice
relaxation of the Er ions. Below 50 K, the Cu2 units are mostly
in the ground nonmagnetic singlet state, and the spectrum is
totally due to the Er2 dinuclear units. The temperature dependent
EPR studies allowed separating the EPR spectra arising from
Cu2 and from Er2 dinuclear units, and calculating the relevant
magnetic parameters for each one. At high T, the Cu-Er
interaction is averaged out by fast relaxation of the Er ions,
isolating the Cu2 units. The condensation of the Cu2 units in
the ground singlet state isolates magnetically the Er2 units at
low T, allowing their EPR spectrum to be modeled.
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